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Top 3 Sales of 
the Week:

CryptoPunk #8857
$6.64M  (2k ETH)

MLB Champions
Volume (7D): $20k

Volume (all time): $2.88M

Niftyfootball
Volume (7D): $18.2k

Volume (all time): $45k

F1 Delta Time
Volume (7D): $14.3k

Volume (all time): $11.7M

Fidenza #135
$1.52M  (437.5 ETH)

The Eternal Pump #6
$1.19M  (350 ETH)

Weekly NFT 
Collectible Rankings 

by Sales Volume:

Top 3 Video Game NFT 
Projects of the Week:

1. Axie Infinity

$125.6M  Sales (-19.40%)

110,699   Buyers

411,376   Transactions

2. Art Blocks

$41.7M   Sales (-35.44%)

1,630   Buyers

3,255   Transactions

3. CrypToadz

$26.7M   Sales (n/a)

3,837   Buyers

8,500   Transactions

4. CryptoPunks

$26.1M   Sales (-58.74%)

52   Buyers

59   Transactions

5. The Sevens 

$20.2M   Sales (+18.79%)

2,710   Buyers

4,378   Transactions



Immutable is a layer-two NFT protocol built on the Ethereum blockchain. This week they announced the completion 

of a $60 million Series B funding from a variety of venture capital firms, including Alameda Research and VaynerFund. 

This is the second funding round that Immutable has held with the last round having $17.5M in funding.

Immutable continues to be funded by top venture capital firms as its scaling solution, Immutable X, is one of the best 

out there. Immutable X provides infrastructure for companies to distribute and exchange their NFTs on the Ethereum 

ecosystem. Immutable X supported the launch of the blockchain trading card game Gods Unchained. Immutable X 

has also partnered with OpenSea, Mintable, SuperfarmDAO, Epics.GG, Illuvium, Guild of Guardians, and many others. 

Immutable X allows 9,000 transactions per second for ERC-20 and ERC-721 tokens, near-instant transactions, zero 

gas fees and greater scaling capabilities through the utilization of StarkWare’s zero-knowledge-Rollup, all while being 

carbon neutral. With the ease of Immutable X’s APIs, most developers can instantly start building their projects on 

the Ethereum blockchain.

Immutable X recently launched their native ERC20 IMX tokens on September 8th for $10 or $15 (depending on the 

sale option the investor chose). 1,000,000 tokens were available for sale out of the 20,000,000 total supply. Look out for 

future projects by Immutable X and their IMX token climbing the market cap list.

IMMUTABLE’S $60 MILLION FUNDING & TOKEN DROP



This may be your only chance to see Beeple’s “Everydays: the First 5000 Days” NFT collage that sold for $69 million ear-

lier this year … besides looking it up on any search engine, saving it to your computer as a .jpg, printing it out, casting 

it to your Apple TV, or any other method you choose.

In early November, the crypto fund Metapurse will host Dreamverse, a one-night-only party, in New York. This art 

show will serve as a gallery to display NFT artwork from ~150 artists. They will be displayed on large screens and vir-

tual-reality installations. Most importantly, Beeple’s “Everydays: The First 5,000 Days” will be displayed publicly for the 

first authorized time. According to those in charge of the gallery, Beeple’s work will be projected onto a “bespoke 

three-story-tall hybrid physical and digital structure.” Not only will you be able to admire Beeple’s work, but also you 

can listen to sets by musicians Alesso, RAC, and PLS&TY.

You may purchase tickets for Dreamverse for varying prices. Daytime entry to the Dreamverse Gallery is $30 that 

comes with a Black & white NFT Ticket designed by NFT Artist Alotta Money. Upon scanning into the physical event, 

the NFT Ticket will be transformed into the colored version. Entry to the night-time Dreamverse Party (that does not 

come with an NFT) is $175. Entry to the night-time Dreamverse Party that includes a commemorative NFT and one 

drink voucher is $600. You can purchase a VIP ticket for $2,500 that includes entry for two, two drink vouchers, two 

NFTs, and access to Fast Pass Lines. Tickets are on sale now!

DO YOU LIVE IN NEW YORK CITY AND ARE YOU FREE ON NOVEMBER 4TH?



Kobe Bryant, legendary basketball player, will be honored by the KB24 NFT collection. This drop is hosted on Kobe 

Bryant’s former website and 100% of the proceeds will be donated to the Mamba & Mambacita Sports Foundation. 

There will be 10,000 Kobe NFTs, priced at .08 ETH, that are 100% unique by combining different attributes that repre-

sent Kobe’s achievements, moments in his career, and his personality. Each NFT holder will have access to the Kobe 

wall that will be hosted publicly, allowing holders to upload their favorite photo or tribute to Kobe that can be viewed 

publicly by anyone on his website.

Kobe’s website, KB24.com used to be his official site where he connected with his fans. He would share news on up-

coming games, sell exclusive merchandise, and allow fans to sign up for the Kobe Basketball Academy. However, four 

years ago, the site was taken and redirected to a malicious site. After noticing it for sale, the KB24 NFT team quickly 

acted and purchased it in an aftermarket sale. The KB24 NFT team wants to use the site to honor him and donate all 

proceeds, including all future transaction fees and royalties on the NFTs to Kobe’s foundation. The site is up and pre-

sale reservations are live to the public.

HONORING KOBE BRYANT WITH HIS OWN NFT COLLECTION



Token Metrics Media LLC is a regular publication 
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